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In this paper there is shown a “certain addition” to Inasawa’s class number for- 
mula for cyclotomic fields: [‘% (I): 3-(l)] = I”“, where i(l) means the index of 
irregularity of an odd prime I (i(I) = card{ 1 < i < (I- 3)/2: I/B,, ), B, is the k th Ber- 
noulli number), ‘% ~(I) is a certain subgroup of the additive group of the group ring 
of a cyclic group G of order I- 1 over the ring of residue classes mod I and 3 (I) is 
the Stickelberger ideal mod I of the ring W(1). Special matrices of order (I- 1)/2 
over the ring of residue classes mod I are considered and it is proved that for rank h 
of these matrices the relation h + i(l) = (I - 1)/2 is valid. ‘c’ 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Under the in&x of irregularity i(l) of an odd prime 1 we understand the 
number of Bernoulli numbers B21 (1 6 id (1-- 3)/2) divided by 1. This 
function i(l) is connected with the irregular class group of the Ith 
cyclotomic field and also with the first case of Ferrnat’s last theorem. 
In this note we show the relation of the index of irregularity to the 
Stickelberger ideal 3- (I) mod 1. We give (2.2) a “certain addition” to 
Iwasau~a’s class number formula for cyclotomic fields [ 31: 
[%-(I, : D-(1)] = I”“, 
where % --(1) is a certain subgroup of the additive group of the group ring 
of a cyclic group G of order I- 1 over the ring Z(I) of residue classes mod 1. 
Further we study a special vector space 9’ over Z(I) for which dim 9 = 
(I - 1)/2 - i(l). By means of special systems of generators of the vector space 
9’ we derive h + i(l) = (I - 1)/2 (4.6 and 5.3) where h means the common 
rank of special matrices over Z(l). 
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1. NOTATION AND BASIC ASSERTIONS 
Throughout the paper we shall use the following notation: 
1 
N= 
Z 
z 
Z(l) 
0, 1 
Y 
ri 
ind x 
G 
s 
an odd prime 
(1/2)(~- 1) 
ring of integers 
ring of l-adic integers 
ring of residue classes mod I= Z/l2 
the element of Z(Z) containing 0, 1, respectively 
a primitive root modulo 1” for each positive integer n 
the integer (i E Z ), 0 < rI < 1, 
rr = ri (mod I) for i>O 
r,r -‘=l(modl) for i<O 
index of x relative to the primitive root r of 1 
a multiplicative cyclic group of order I- 1 
a generator of G, hence G = { 1 = so, s ,..., s’-’ 3 
xi ai = cf: i ?ji for suitable symbols 6; 
‘!R = Z[G] the group ring of G over Z; thus ‘% = {xi a,~‘: USE Z> 
‘% = {CLais’:a,~Z, ~~+a,+,=0 for O<i<(l-3)/2}, W is a subring 
of CR 
5 = { c( E ,S: 3p E ‘9, p. xi rP,s’ = ICC} the Stickelberger ideal (in the ring 
a2) 
p= sn\jp 
42 the Bernoulli number (B, = 1, B, = -4, B, = t, B, = 0 ,...) 
i(l) = card{ 1 d id (I- 3)/2: l/B,;) the index of irregularity of 1. 
Further we denote by 
.F the set of odd integers 1 ,< T< I-4 such that BT+ , r0 (mod I) 
h(T) positive integer for TE Y with the property B, E 0 (mod PC*‘) for 
n=Ih’TJP’T+ 1, and B, f 0 (modP’) for integer X>h(T) and 
m=kyP’T+ 1. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Skula [ 5, Theorem 4.61). The ‘%-group $3 /3 is a 
direct sum of ‘%-groups A, ( TE F), where R, is a cyclic group of order Ih’ ” 
and for XE 53,: 
s(X) = r”X 
is valid, where n = (I - 1 - T) IhCT’- I. 
For r = @ the direct sum of groups R, means the trivial group. In [S] 
the exponent n is given by mistake (1- 1 - T) I” - ’ (instead of h(T) is m). 
From Skula [S, 3.43 we easily obtain 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 3 < T< I - 2 odd. Then l/B,- T if and only if 
xi airiT= 0 (mod I) for each xi ais’ E 3- (ai E Z). 
DEFINITION 1.3. For integers i, p put 
“,,I = 1 for r,+r,+p<l, 
= -1 for r, + ri+ D 3 1. 
For O<j< (l-3)/2 put 
(/ ~- 3 )/2 
(PI’ c ~-;md(,+,)S’(l -sN). 
i=O 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let Co be the set of integers 0 6 i < I- 1 such that ri is 
odd. For i E l! put 
a,=~ lili;r-itc I ( 1 -r- , 2 > si for i#O, / 
cto = C (2r ~/ - 1) s-‘. 
PROPOSITION 1.5 (Skula [6, Proof of 3.61). The elements ‘pi (0 <j< 
(I - 3)/2) ,form a basis of the Z-modul 5 ~. 
PROPOSITION 1.6 (Skula [6, Theorem 4.31). Let p, ct, d E Z, p, (r f 
(I- 1)/2 (mod I - 1). Then the equality ai,, = a, + d,, holds for each i E Z if and 
only if at least one qf the ,following conditions (a)(f) is jiuljXed: 
(a) d=O, o=p (modl- l), 
(b) d-0, o-u(p) (modl-l), 
(c) d=p, (~3 -p (modl-l), 
(d) d=p, o=u(-p) (mod/-l), 
(e) d= u(p), a= -u(p) (mod l- l), 
(f) d=u(p), o=~(-u(p))= -u(-p) (modl-1). 
Here, ~(~)=ind(l-l-r,)for TEZ, r 8 (l-1)/2 (modl-1). 
PROPOSITION 1.7 (Skula [6, Proposition 4.41). For 12 5 the set of all 
sequences {~l~+~~)I:i (a, dEZ, p f (I- 1)/2 (mod I- 1)) has cardinal 
t(l+ l)(l- 1). 
PROPOSITION 1.8 (Skula [7, Theorem] ). The set { c(;: i E 0) is a basis qf 
the Z-modul Y, where J- = (cx=Ciaisi (a,EZ, a,+ai+N=O for O<i< 
(l-3)/2): 3p=C,bis’ (~,EZ), p~~ir~,s’=ltx}. 
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2. STICKELBERGER IDEAL 
In this paragraph we put 
mod I 
‘W(I)= ~ujs’:aj~Z(/),aii-ai~,=OforO~i~- 
i, 
l-3 
2 1 
3-(l)= Ca,s’E(JZ-(l):3hiEai(hi~Z),Ch,s’~5-- , 
ii I 3 
Then ‘Jr-(!) is a subring of the group ring Z(l)[G] of the group G over 
the ring Z(l) and 3-(l) is an ideal of the ring 93-(l). ifi--, 3 , W(1), 
r?-(Z) are considered additive operator groups with the operators $93 acting 
in the natural way. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 4? = { 3 < U G I - 2: U odd, l/B, _ L; 3 and jtifbr Ii E % let 
%jLj be a cyclic group (with operation -I- ) qf order I with aperator,~ % such 
that for each 2 E $, we have 
and otherwise the operations act in the ~af~~a~ way. Then %-group 
‘% - (1)/S (I) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the groups 5j,! ( LJ E Q ): 
Proof: By 2 we denote the ‘~-subgroups 1’93 -’ of +si-. For a= 
C,aiSiE!k (aiE:Z)putf(C1)=xj c,s’, where aiF c,~ Z(1). The mappingj’is 
an ~~-homomorphism of R - onto ‘W(r) and f -l(O) = f?. The restriction of 
f to 2 + 3 - is a surjection of 2 + 3 _ onto 3 - (1). Thus 
For simplicity denote the +%-group ‘W/S by d. Then we have 
2 3-3 /J5-- =(A. 
Since %-/3-/f?i-5 ,6-r% -/2+-5-z% /2,/2+3-/2!, we have 
A/lA&z%-(1)/z-(I). 
According to 1.1, 
where 2, are cyclic groups of order P”) with operators ‘% and for 
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XER, we have s(X) = r”X, where n = (I- 1 - T) IhcT’- ‘. Put 5, = 
53 rPIPulZR,P,_U for l- 1- UEY. Then GL8 is a cyclic group of order 1 
with operators 9 and for x E 9, 
s(x) = r”x 
is valid. Hence 
The theorem is proved. 
From this theorem we obtain “certain addition” to the Z~asa~a’s class 
number formula [2] for the Stickelberger ideal mod 1: 
CONSEQUENCE 2.2. We have 
[% (I) : 3 (l)] =I”” 
card 3 (I)=P -U 
(The symbol [!R (I) : 3 (/)I means the group index.) 
Further on in the paper we use the following notation. 
V the vector space over the field Z(I), dim V = N, thus V = 
{(a, ,..., ~1~): u, E Z(l) > with usual operations 
S {(a,,...,a,):a,~Z(I), 3b,eZ (Odidl-2), z,b;siE5P, b;Ea, 
for 1 <t<Nand t=r ,} 
F the mapping of % onto V defined as follows: for CI = 
~iai~i~!T- (a,~& ~~+a,+,=0 for O<i<(f-3)/2) we have 
wherea,Eu,EZ(l)for lQt<Nandt=r--,. 
Clearly, it holds 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (a) The mapping F is a homomorphism of the 
additive group %- onto the additive group V. 
(b) For aE& bEZ(/), aEb, a~%- we have 
F(aa) = bF(a). 
(c) F(F)=S. 
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THEOREM 2.4. (a) S is a actor subspace of’ the space V. 
(b) dimS=N-i(l). 
(c) S = {(a, ,..., a,):a,~Z(/) (I dt<N), x,“_, .?’ ‘a,=O,for erzch 
aeZ, 1 <a<(l-3)/2, l/B,,)-. 
Proof (a) It is obvious that S is a vector subspace of V. 
(b) Let aEZ, l<a<(l-3)/2, l/Bz,, a=(a ,...., a,.,,)ES. Then there 
exist b,62 (O<i<I-2) such that C,h,s’~f and b,ga, for 1 dt<N, 
t=r-,. 
According to 1.2, 1, b,r”‘~“” = 0 (mod I). It follows that 
hence 
(c) Denote by S the system of vectors u = (u,,..., u,~) E V with the 
property 
\=I 
for each aEZ, 1 <a<(163)/2 and I/B,,. 
According to (b) SZS. S then subsequently is a vector subspace of V 
and dim S = N - h, where h is rank of the matrix 
c= ((.‘,y) 
(over Z(l)), 1 6 a 6 (I- 3 )/2, I/EL, 1 ds<N and .Y’+ ‘EC,,.EZ(I). (In 
case I j BzU for each 1 d a < (I - 3 )/2 we put h = 0.) The determinant of the 
matrix (d,,), 1 <a, s < N and x’+’ E ti,, E Z(I), is a Vandermond’s one, 
hence it differs from zero. It follows that h = i(l) and 
dimS= N-i(l). 
(d) Let a = (a,,..., u,,,) E S. Then there exists b, E Z (0 6 i 6 I - 2) such 
that &b,s’E5~ and b,Ea, for 1 dt6N, f=r ,. Let c,EZ(I) such that 
biEcj (O<i<I-2). Then ~=C,c~s’~3~(1) and the mapping a+c is a 
bijection of S onto 3 ~(I). 
According to 2.2 dim S = N - i(l) and (c) implies S = S. The theorem is 
proved. 
From 2.3 we obtain 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let YJl be a set of generators of Z-modul 5 -. Then 
F(YJl) is a set of generators of the vector space S (over Z(1)). 
According to Theorem 2.4(b) it holds: 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let K be a non-empty set and v/i = (v,J 1 ),..., vJN)) E V 
for each kEK (uk(t)EZ(I)). If {v,:kEK} is a system of generators of the 
space S and h the rank of the matrix (vk( t))kt K,, <, < ,,, (over Z(l)), then M’e . . 
have h + i(l) = N. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS F, OF THE VECTOR SPACE V 
We designate by 
x, z, z ’ integers, 1 <x<N, 1 dz, ?dl- 1 
f,(x) the integer, 1 d f,(x) d N, f,(x) = fxz (mod I), hence fz is a per- 
mutation of the set (1, 2,..., N) 
E,(X) = 1 for ,f,(.x) =sz (mod /) 
= -1 for f,(x) s -x2 (mod I), 
thus f:(x) = Ed XT (mod I). 
Clearly, it holds 
3.1. f ,  = f,, if and only if = = 2 ’ or ?=I--:. 
3.2. Let M’ be an integer, 1 6 u’ 6 I- 1, and w E zz’ (mod I). Then 
fw=f,ofz, and E,.(X) = &,(f,,(X)) . Ez,(X). 
Proof: The equality fw =f= m,f,, is obvious. We have ,fJ.x) = E,,(.Y) XI’ 
(mod I) and 
&,( fJ.x)) = 1 
= -1 
It follows that 
&,(f,,(X)) = 1 
=- 1 
for f ,  f,,(x) = E,,(X) xx’ (mod I) 
for fz,fz,(x) = --I:,,(X) xx (mod I). 
for .f,.(x) = EJX) xw (mod I) 
for f,Jx) = --E=(X) .KM: (mod I), 
hence 
E,.(X) = E;(fJX)) E,,(X). 
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DEFINITION 3.3. For u = (u( l),..., u(N)) E V (U(X) E Z(l)) we put 
F,(u) = (u(l),..., l(N)), 
where u(x) = E,(S) u(,f,(x)) for each 1 d x d N (U(X) E Z(I)). 
We derive easily 
3.4. F, is an automorphism of the elector space V: 
F: = F,, if and only if -- -’ 
From 3.2 we obtain 
3.5. Let w be an integer, 1 < w < I - 1, and w G zz’ (mod I). Therr 
F,. = F,, c F,. 
Also the following assertion is clear: 
3.6. FI = = -F,, i.e., F, Ju) = -F=(u) for each UEV. 
THEOREM 3.7. Fz(S) = S. 
Proof: Let a = (a( 1 ),..., a(N)) ES, thus a(x) E Z(I) and there exists b, E 2; 
(O<i<I-2) such that C,b,s’E3 and b,Ea(x) for 1 <x<N, x=r I. 
Put F:(a) = (c(l),..., c(N)). Then 
c(x) = E,(X) a(.f,(.u)) ( 1 < x < N). 
There exists O<j<l- 1 such that z=r,. For O<i<l-2 put d,=h,, 
where O<k<l-2 and k=i-j (modl-1). Since C,~,S’E~ , we also 
have 1; disi E 5 ~. 
Let 1 <x<N, x=r ,. Then 
f,(s) = E,(X) r-,+ i (mod I) 
and 
where O,<m<l-2 and E,(.x)r~i+j-r~m (mod/). If ez(x)=l, then 
m-i-j(modI-l),henced,=b,.Ifsz(x)= -l,thenm=i-j+(l-1)/2 
(mod I- 1) and di= -b,. In both cases we get 
di E c(x), 
therefore F=(a) ES. 
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4. GENERATORS p(y, Z)OF THE VECTOR SPACE S 
DEFINITION 4.1. For any integers J, z (1<1’6/-2, l<z</-1) put 
P(y,z)= {XEZ, 1 <.x<N:,jl<xyr<(j+ l)l-1,; 
v,j~Z,O<t~<l,/~=.~=(modI))-, 
P(Y, 2) = (P(.v, 1, =L P(.v, 2, =),..., P(.v, N, I)) E V, 
where for 1 d .Y < N it holds 
p( j’, x, 2) = 1 for x~P(y, z) 
=o for x$P(y, z). 
Put e=(l, l,..., l)=p(l, 1). 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For each y, z ( 1 d JJ d I- 2, 1 d 2 < I - 1) w  have 
F,(2p(y, l)-e)=2p(y,z)-e. 
Proof: Let x be an integer. I <s < N. The following table gives all 
possible values for E,(X), p( J, x, z), and p( J, f,(x), 1 ): 
E,(.Y) 1 I -1 -1 
pt?‘. ‘i. -) 1 0 1 0 
P(?'. .L(+), 1) 1 0 0 I 
It follows that 
4’CN-2p(y, f,(x), 1) - 11 = 2p(I’, x, =) - 1, 
hence according to Definition 3.3 of automorphism F, we obtain 
Proposition 4.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let n, 0 be integers, (T & (I - 1)/2 (mod I - 1) and 
y=ro, z=rn. Then 
.fDetinition of c( is in 1.3.) 
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Prot$ According to the de~nition of F (Sect. 2), we have 
where cx t+nn~v.~Z(f) for I<.v,<N and S=Y i. Let I ds<iV and 
x = r i. Then there exists an integer ,j such that 
.il< x.v= c (,j + 1 ) (. 
Since O<XJC-,jl<l, we have r ~i+,r+n=xyz-jl, hence r ,+,,+ 
* i+n+a = .ylz - jl+ v, where I: E Z, 0 < I’ < 1, 17 = XI (mod I), 
It follows that 
c! --If,,” = I for s E P( j*, z) 
I- 1 for .Y $ P(y, z). 
This proves the Proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let y, y’, :, z’ he integers, 1 d y, .r’ d I- 2, 1 d z, 
?<I-1. Then p(y,z)=p(y’,z’ ) if and oniy if at least one qf the fo~lo~ii?.~ 
conditions (a)-(f) is ,fuZ~Ile~ 
(a) : :: -“, J’ = ?“, 
@I 2=z’,y+y’+ i=i, 
(cl 2’ E yz, yy’ s 1 (mod I), 
id) 2’ - pz, yy’ + y + 1 = 0 (mod I), 
(e) z+=‘+1’3~O0,??l”f~‘+l-0 (mod/), 
(0 z+~‘+y=~O,~‘?“+~‘+1”=0 (modi). 
Proof: Let z = r,,, r‘ = r,,, .I’= r,,, .r’ = rb. where r?z, II, p, (T are integers, 
p, cr f (I- 1)/Z (mod I- 1). According to Proposition 4.3 we have 
Po’9--)=P(Y’=‘)~a ,+m,,=a I + ?I” for each i E Z. 
This assertion is clearly equivaient to the conditions 
z,,> = zi+dr7 for each i E Z, 
where d = n - m. Then Proposition 4.4 follows from 1.5. 
From Proposition 1.4 we get 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For I2 5 the set of all uectors p( y, z) ( 1 d J d I- 2, 
1 <z<l-1) has cardinal A(/+ 1)(1- 1). 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let z be an integer, 1 6 z 6 I- 1, ~$0, x, z) = 1 for each 
integer x (1 < x d N) and ~(0, z) = e. Then the system (p( y, z): 0 d y 6 N} 
forms a system of generators of the vector space S. If h is the rank of the 
matrix (PLY, -T ~))OCI.CN,lGrCN (over Z(O), then 
h + i(l) = N 
is valid. 
Proof: According to Proposition 4.3 we have 
~IcP,.~,)=~P(Y, 1)-e 
for each 1 <JIG N. It follows that ~(0, z) =e = 2p(l, 1) -eeS and we 
obtain Theorem 4.6 from 1.4, 2.5, 2.6, 3.7, and 4.2. 
Remark 4.7. (a) In [6] in the proof of assertion “the elements ‘pi 
(0 <j< (I- 3)/2) form a basis of the Z-modul3-” (proof of 3.6) the deter- 
minant d= det(uiind(j+ I) O< ;,,< (/- 3)/2 1 was used about which it was shown 
that IdI = 2”-3)‘2h--, where h- is the first factor of the Ith cyclotomic field. 
Galkin [2] considered the determinant 
c=Wc,,),.,,.,, 
where c,,~= 1 + [zj//] - [(i+ 1) j/l], and he showed 
h~=(-1)“~“/2+(~~~‘)/8.c, 
We can find easily 
ci,= 1 for c(,, = 1 
=o for c1,,= -1, 
where u = ind i, u = ind j; hence IX,, - 2~,:~- 1. Since the first row of the 
determinant c contains only ones (ci:, = 1 ), we have 
~=2-“-““det(2c~:~-l),.,,~.,. 
It follows that 
ICI =2-(‘-3)/2 IdI. 
Carlitz and Olson in [ 1 ] used the determinant 
(13 7) and showed that Ial = h -. Clearly a = -c. 
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The mentioned values for c, /al and ln/ were derived in various ways. 
Further, we can find cCj = p( i, j, 1). 
(b) Kummer in [4] considered the sets 
4 <.s<~: 1 <q<k for 1 d k d I-- 2. 
Obviously 
{ 1, 2,..., N)-P(y)=P(y, l)= (1,2,...,N).-P(1’,I-1) 
for each 1 dyd1--2. 
In his paper, Kummer proved that if ‘$3 is a prime ideal of the first degree 
in the Ith cyclotomic field Q(c?” ), then n ‘@C1:r, (XE P(y)) is a principal 
ideal for each 1~ y d I- 2. Here [ 1 : x] means the integer with the proper- 
ties 0 < [ 1 : x J < 1 and [ 1 : x] . x c 1 (mod I). The ideal PC, :.Y7 is image of 
‘!j3 under isomorphism: e*ni’i + e(2ni”)t2 ‘.‘l. Here we can see the property of 
the ~~jc~e~~e~ge~ ideal about trivial acting on ideal class group. 
5. GENERATORS a(y) OF THE VECTOR SPACE S 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let J be an odd integer, 1 d .r < I- 2. Put 
a(y)=(aty, l), atg,2),...,a(~,N))EV. 
where for 1 < .Y 6 N we have 
I I T Ea(y,x)EZ(l)(y# l), .sEa(l,x)EZ(f). 
THEOREM 5.2. The system {a(y): 1 < y  d 1- 2, +V odd) fbrms a system oj 
generators of the vector space S. 
Proof. We have F(a,)=2a(l) and F(cc,)=a(y)+((l -y)/2)e for is@,, 
i # 0, and y = ri (see Definition I .7). Further, a(2) - a(l- 2) = e. 
Since 5- is the closure of 3- in group ring of G over the l-adic number 
field with respect to the natural I-adic topology, the set {r,: i E ~!fi forms a 
basis of the Z-modul 5 - by Proposition 1.8. Then Proposition 2.5 proves 
the theorem. 
From 2.6 and 5.2 we get 
THEOREM 5.3. Let h be rank of the matrix {a( y, x)) l<y<I-2.yodd.l~~r.N 
(over Z(E)). Then 
h + i(l) = N 
is valid. 
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The following proposition gives the relation between the vectors a’s and 
the vectors p’s. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For y odd, 5 < y < I- 2 we have 
a(y)-a(y-2)=p (y, l-2). 
Further 
a(3)=p(y,l-2) 
and 
a(*)-s(l-2)=p(y.i2). 
Proof. Let x, y be integers, 1 <x 6 N, 3 < y 6 l- 2, y odd. There exist 
integers k, q such that xy = lk + q, where 0 < q < 1. Then [x,v//] = k and 
[ 1 x(v-2) =k 1 for 2x<q 
=k-1 for 2.x > q. 
Let j be the non-negative integer with the property 
j1-c x ?(1--2)<(j+l)1. 
Then 
and 
k=j+l+$ 
hence 
.,P($+2) okl<xy<kl+2x, 
x(P(!+2) okl+2x<xy<(k+l)L 
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It follows that 
:,x,1-2 =l 
i 
for 2x > q 
therefore 
which gives 
/I- L’ 
a(y)-a(?>--2)=p 2,1-2 
\ 1 
for 5<y<l-2 
=o for 2x< q, 
and 
a(j)=p(y,l-2). 
We can find the equality a( 1) - a(1 - 2) = p((l- 1)/2,1- 2) directly. 
Remark 5.5. Using the same notation as in 4.7(b) Vandiver [S] proved 
from Kummer statement mentioned in 4.7(b) that for a prime ideal !$.3 of 
the first degree in Q(e2iT” ) the ideal nJ:i n[‘$l ‘?I3 c1 r, is a principal ideal :. 
foreach2~y~l-l.Since~~~~~~~~~l~1~.,1=~~~-~-~~~(1~x~l-1), 
the ideal n ‘$ [-;-y.tj (1 < .Y < I- 1) is a principal ideal for each 2 d y d I- 1. 
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